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how to buy another one??? only thing is that these things usually require batteries, but i was
lucky enough to have found a battery charger that has a 2 microusb outlets on it. i
purchased a viper gif v16h and a viper gif v16d. the product is ok but the price is not great. it
is a slightly bigger controller in my opinion. it takes longer to recharge the battery then the
other cheaper remote controllers. the only issue i have had with the product is that you have
to charge the controller before using it to the full extent. this controller works great, just your
mileage may vary. i purchased this for my mother-in-law's vehicle. it works really well. it's
easy to use. it's a very good product. it's very convenient, especially in cold weather. i will be
using it for years to come. it's easy to use, easy to program, and easy to recharge. i have
been extremely happy with this product. i paid attention to some of the reviews and was
concerned if it would work as advertised. i bought the car remote starter and was not able to
control it from my iphone. i found the remedy and it works just as advertised. i especially
liked the fact that it has a 2 way remote so that i can control the car from anywhere within
my house. i also like the fact that the charger takes just an aa and that it has a low battery
indicator so that i will know when it needs to be replaced. i had this remot starter for a few
months now and i really like it. it works very well for daily use. it provides more than enough
power for my household and it charges in about 2-3 hours. when i drive through the dark i
wish this device would come with a battery as it is pretty short lived. i just wish that viper
had a couple of dead batteries on their website. the customer service would be a great way
to reward loyal customers with free batteries.
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